
Sunday morning in Cape Town...still hot Summer and no rain.  Bought a fan this week and immediately the weather 
turned and we had two cold days.  Somebody must have known! 
 
Oh, how happy I am not to be in the UK up to my knees in coldness and snow.  European readers will be pleased to 
know that I’m off for brunch to Camps Bay this morning and the temperature is approaching 35. 
 
I got a link this week that you may enjoy watching.  Check this out::http://www.vendorclientvideo.com/ 
Let me know what you think about it...some interesting ideas there. 
 
Bought a season ticket this week for the Stormers/Western Province season.  I used to have a Millwall season ticket 
when I lived in London so it must show a commitment to SA I suppose but it is a shame that the beautiful game features 
so low on the radar here in South Africa.  Rugby is local and available but football is a way away and not so easily 
accessible.  I don’t think I know the name of a single local football player playing in SA….except fat Bennie but he’s no 
footballer! 
 
This week we say goodbye to two politicians….Julius Malema, booted out of the ANC and Chris Huhne facing a spell at 
Her Majesty’s Pleasure.  Wonderful stuff.  Have we also seen the end of Newt Gingrich?  Obama clearly hopes not. 
 
Enjoy your week. 
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This week we used, read, visited, played with... 

Went out to Jimmy’s Killer Prawns at Table View this week for the Monday night “all the prawns” you can eat deal.  I 

managed to prove that I can’t eat as many Prawns (Shrimp, to our US friends) as I thought.  If your consumption of 

good quality prawns is Olympic standard  then the R120 deal is great value.  Get there early and see the sunset over 

Table Bay….great view of the mountain. 

Watched The Help.  Really enjoyed the film with some great quotes and something like Colour Purple meets 

Shawshank Redemption which means endless DVD sales for years to come.  Enjoy the film and never eat someone 

else’s pie again! 

Getting the garden finished on Tuesday...roses and colour….I hope. 

(02-02) 18:40 PST Butte, Mont. (AP) -- 

A 55-year-old Montana man who says he "always wanted" to be part of a police chase can check that off his bucket list. 

The Montana Standard (http://bit.ly/xPc9Yc) reports John C. Hughes followed a patrol car for seven blocks early 

Thursday before pulling his SUV around and taking off at speeds of up to 70 mph. Officers say the Butte man was 

driving faster than 100 mph on an interstate toward Rocker, Mont. 

Officers in that city laid out a spiked strip to flatten the tires on the SUV. 

A police report says Hughes told officers he "just always wanted" to see what it would be like to be in a police chase. 

Officers say Hughes had not been drinking. 

Hughes faces a charge of reckless driving while eluding police. 

Searching for value 
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Everything you never needed... 

 
There’s a shopping arcade near where I live that has half its shops selling everything you 
never needed at a price you can’t afford. 
 
I’ve always thought that retail was a tough selling environment but it’s especially tough if 
what you have is little more than a vanity project. 
 
I’ve written over 500 sales tips and over and over again the same principles get reinforced: 
 
Find out your customer needs. 
Sell them a product that meets those needs. 
Have a good value proposition so that the commercial terms work. 
 
If you do that consistently you’ll be richer than rich. 
 
If you want to see it failing in action try Dean Street Arcade in Newlands. 
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Get paid first... 

Here’s a quote I got from Gavin Kennedy: 
 
“Services are valued much more before they are rendered that afterwards - hence, get paid first.” 
 
This is one area where I might need some help as I routinely invoice people after the event rather 
than before. 
 
At the commodity end of negotiation it’s not a big deal...before or after. 
 
At the service end where you’re buying expertise rather than time on the clock or measurable 
effort then that’s the time to get paid first. 
 
I’ve tried this on clients.  The question is:  “If I could save you 1 million dollars in 15 minutes how 
much would you pay me? 
 
It’s a fascinating question and when you think through the choices you’ll see why some deal 
makers would be unhappy to spend so much money on such little “effort”. 
 
I’ve real life experience of risk and reward contracts and success fees.  I much prefer to get paid 
a day rate (commodity value) rather than watch the client move the goal posts when they see how 
much the success fee comes to. 
 
Maybe I need to take my own advice and start billing people in advance and get the deal making 
done up front. 


